We report the discovery of several large "propeller" moons in the outer part of Saturn's A ring, objects large enough to be followed over the 5-year duration of the Cassini mission. These are the first objects ever discovered that can be tracked as individual moons, but do not orbit in empty space. We infer sizes up to 1-2 km for the unseen moonlets at the center of the propeller-shaped structures, though many structural and photometric properties of propeller structures remain unclear. Finally, we demonstrate that some propellers undergo sustained non-keplerian orbit motion. Subject headings: planets and satellites: dynamical evolution and stability -planets and satellites:
INTRODUCTION
"Propeller" structures in a planetary ring, named for their characteristic two-armed shape, occur as the disturbance caused by a disk-embedded moon is carried downstream, which is forward (backward) on the side facing toward (away from) the planet per Kepler's Third Law. Although no central moonlet has yet been directly resolved within a propeller, the observed structure allows us to infer both the locations and sizes of such moonlets. Predictions of such structures in Saturn's rings (Spahn and Sremčević 2000; Sremčević et al. 2002; Seiß et al. 2005) led to their discovery in Cassini images (Tiscareno et al. 2006) , followed by the realization that they reside primarily in a relatively narrow band in the mid-A ring (Sremčević et al. 2007 ). Further observations identified three "Propeller Belts" between 127,000 and 132,000 km from Saturn's center, together containing 7000-8000 propeller moonlets with radius R 0.15 km, and exhibiting a steep power-law size distribution * of Q ∼ 5 (Tiscareno et al. 2008) .
We report here † that a population of propellers also exists in the outer part of the A ring, between the Encke Gap and the ring's outer edge (i.e., between 133,700 and 136,700 km from Saturn's center). These "trans-Encke" propellers are much less abundant but also much larger than those seen in the Propeller Belts (Fig. 1) . Because of this, several trans-Encke propellers have been observed on multiple occasions with confidence that the same object is being viewed in each case, thus allowing conclusions to be drawn as to their persistence and orbital stability. No propellers are clearly apparent between the Propeller Belts and the Encke Gap. * We refer to a cumulative (or integral) size distribution, of the form N (R) ∝ R −Q , where N is the number of particles per unit area with radius greater than R.
† Sremčević et al. (2007) previously reported a single sighting of a propeller beyond the Encke Gap.
Each propeller observation
‡ is given an alphanumeric identifier, following the convention of Tiscareno et al. (2008) . However, propellers that are seen in multiple widely-separated apparitions are given nicknames that can serve to tie together the various observations. To confirm the identity of objects in widely-separated apparitions, we check not only that the radial locations are the same but also that the longitudes are consistent (with residuals as specified in Section 3) with keplerian motion at that orbital radius.
SIZE AND PHOTOMETRY

Size from radial offset
The size of the central moonlet, which is not directly seen, can be inferred from the radial offset ∆r between the leading and trailing azimuthally-aligned lobes of the propeller (Fig. 1b) . Initial simulations suggested that the radial separation between the density-depleted regions on either side of a moonlet is ∆r ∼ 4r H (Seiß et al. 2005) , where r H is the Hill radius; interpretation of recent N -body simulations including mutual self-gravity and particle-size distributions is more complex due to moonlet accretion during the simulation, but the relationship ∆r ∼ 4r H appears to hold (Lewis and Stewart 2009) . Assuming that the density of the central moonlet is such that it fills its Roche lobe, and thus the moonlet's mean radiusR is approximately 0.72 times its Hill radius ), we then expectR ∼ 0.18∆r.
In the Propeller Belts, what appear morphologically to be the density-depleted regions within individual propellers unexpectedly appear bright against the background ring. Sremčević et al. (2007) suggested brightening due to temporary liberation of regolith, while Tiscareno et al. (2010) investigated the role that disruption ‡ Tables S1 through S4 contain details of the propeller observations that could not be included in the Astrophysical Journal Letters version of this paper, due to lack of space. Figure 1 . Propellers as seen in selected Cassini images. Panel (a) shows a propeller in context of the Encke Gap and several density waves, while panels (h) and (i) show propellers casting shadows near the saturnian equinox (Section 2.2). The unseen moonlet is inferred to be at the center of the structure; its size is proportional to ∆r (Section 2.1), the radial offset between the two azimuthally-aligned lobes, as illustrated in panel (b) . Panels (b), (c), and (d) show three views of the same propeller at the same scale, demonstrating how its appearance changes with viewing geometry. Non-equinox views are on the lit (b,e,g) or unlit (a,c,d,f) face of the rings. The scale bar in panel (d) also applies to panels (b), (c), (f), and (g). The scale bar in panel (i) also applies to panels (e) and (h). Image numbers, propeller nicknames, and apparition numbers are as follows: (a) N1597800527, "Santos-Dumont", 081-081-A; (b) N1586641255, "Blériot", 064-255-A; (c) N1597791119, "Blériot", 081-054-A; (d) N1590907054, "Blériot", 070-015-A; (e) N1544842586, "Blériot", 035-299-A; (f) N1503243458, "Wright", 013-020-A; (g) N1586628622, "Earhart", 064-121-A; (h) N1620657077, "Blériot", 110-088-A; and (i) N1628846480, "Earhart", 116-008-A.
of self-gravity wakes might play in brightening propeller structures. Whatever the cause, brightened regions may blend, or even be primarily associated, with densityenhanced regions at larger values of ∆r (e.g., Sremčević et al. (2007) suggested ∆r ∼ (9 ± 1)r H for density enhancements), so thatR 0.18∆r should be regarded as an upper limit.
Some of the largest propellers seen in the trans-Encke region show, for the first time, both bright and dark components (Figs. 1b through 1d ). For these, the densityenhanced and density-depleted regions can be clearly separated, under the assumption that the density-enhanced regions are brighter (darker) on the lit (unlit) face of the rings § . Indeed, in some images of giant propellers the morphology is clearly that of density-enhanced regions, including the bright ribbon connecting "Earhart's" two bright lobes (Fig. 1g ) and "Blériot's" bright lobes that are sometimes seen wrapped around dark wings (densitydepleted regions) with a great deal more azimuthal extent (Fig. 1e) .
However, our measurements of ∆r in these cases (Fig. 2) show that further photometric and theoretical understanding is needed before the size of the central moonlet can be confidently obtained from ∆r to accuracy better than a factor of several (making the mass uncertain by about an order of magnitude). We expected § Brightness contrast for images of the rings' unlit face can be (and, for many viewing geometries of the A ring, is) reversed, as regions with higher surface density are more opaque and thus appear darker. And indeed, the general morphology of propellers seen on the unlit face appears to correspond in most cases to a contrast-reversed version of the morphology of propellers seen on the lit face.
to find that relative-bright features on the lit face of the rings and relative-dark features on the unlit face would be the same (density-enhanced) components of the propeller, and similarly that relative-dark features on the lit face and relative-bright features on the unlit face would be the same (density-depleted) components, but in measured ∆r values for propeller "Blériot" (the only one for which all four aspects are seen) the radial separations all differ from each other. Similarly, while relativebright features on the lit face do have consistently larger values of ∆r than relative-bright features on the unlit face, as expected for (respectively) density-enhanced and density-depleted components, the ratios between the two are not consistent among the four propellers ("Blériot", "Post", "Santos-Dumont", and "Wright") that have been observed on both the lit and unlit faces of the rings.
The unexpected complexity of these observations indicates that the photometry of propellers is highly dependent on viewing geometry, perhaps including solar incidence angle and viewer's emission angle in addition to the more commonly-considered phase angle, and may also simply vary with time. Such photometric variations may be due to the poorly-understood details of propeller structure and/or to differing particle-size properties between propeller and background.
2.2. Size from shadows A saturnian equinox, which occurs every 14.7 yr, took place in 2009 August. During this event, the Sun shone nearly edge-on to the ring plane, causing any vertical structure to cast long shadows. Several propellers were observed during this period, along with their shadows Figure 2 . Observed radial offsets ∆r for all propellers with measurement errors < 0.7 km. Error bars (1-sigma) are given, but in many cases are smaller than the plotted symbol. The right-hand axis gives the inferred radius of the central moonlet assuming internal density equal to the Roche critical density and ∆r ∼ 4r H ; we emphasize that the latter assumption cannot be valid for all cases listed here (see Section 2.1). From shadow lengths we directly measure the vertical height of the propeller, which should be comparable to the moonlet radius (Section 2.2). For "Blériot", the only propeller with observed relative-dark components on the lit face of the rings or with observed relative-bright components on the unlit face of the rings, the radial offsets for lit-dark and unlit-bright do not agree, nor do unlit-dark and lit-bright, as might have been expected. Furthermore, the four propellers observed on both the lit and unlit faces of the rings do not have a consistent ratio of lit-bright to unlit-bright.
(Figs. 1h and 1i). The azimuthally-distributed morphology of the shadows indicates that they were cast by the propeller structures as a whole, and not directly by the central moonlets. However, the vertical extent of a propeller structure should be comparable to the size of its moonlet, as it is the moonlet's gravity that pulls material out of the ring plane (preliminary results from simulations corroborate this notion; M. C. Lewis, pers. comm.) . Shadow lengths indicate that "Blériot's" propeller has a vertical height of 0.43 ± 0.03 km above the ring, while other propellers have shadow-inferred vertical heights of 0.12 km ("Santos-Dumont"), 0.16 km (116-006-A) and 0.26 km ("Earhart"). The main body of the A ring has a vertical thickness on the order of a few × 0.01 km (Tiscareno et al. 2007; Hedman et al. 2007; Colwell et al. 2009 ).
Size distribution
The propeller-belt and the giant-propeller populations may in fact have very similar size-distribution curves. The complete azimuthal scan from Orbit 35 found 19 propellers between 133,700 and 135,000 km with ∆r 2 km, and the partial azimuthal scan (65%-complete) from Orbit 64 found 16, both of which give a surface density ¶ of 2 × 10 −8 km −2 . As shown in Fig. 3 , this is the same number that one gets by extrapolating from the Propeller Belts' surface density and power law Q ∼ 5 (Tiscareno et al. 2008) .
However, if the two populations do have the same sizedistribution slope and intercept, they are likely truncated so that they do not actually overlap. The same radial scans that discovered the Propeller Belts (Tiscareno et al. 2008) clearly showed no small propellers elsewhere in the A ring, including the trans-Encke region, so it would appear that only giant propellers occur in the latter. On ¶ We note that the surface density for trans-Encke propellers reported in Fig. 8 of Tiscareno et al. (2008) was too low due to an erroneous assumption that the azimuthal scan from Orbit 13 was complete. Table III of Zebker et al. (1985) . The open diamond is obtained from two known moons (Pan and Daphnis) of radius 4 km in the entire A Ring. The open circles denote values for the Propeller Belts, from Tiscareno et al. (2006 Tiscareno et al. ( , 2008 . The filled circle shows a result from this work for the transEncke region. The error bars reflect the systematic error due to model-dependency in the conversion from ∆r to moonlet size (the left-hand side of the error bar corresponds to ∆r ∼ 4r H , while the right-hand side of the error bar corresponds to ∆r ∼ 8r H , see Section 2.1); it is important to note that data points will slide along the error bars in concert, preserving their relative positions and thus the inferred power law. The change in linestyle from dashed to dotted is to indicate that the open circles and the filled circles represent data from different regions within the A Ring, so that there is no reason to assume that they must fall on the same size-distribution curve, and furthermore that large propellers appear to be absent in the Propeller Belts while small propellers are absent in the trans-Encke region (Section 2.3).
the other hand, while fewer high-resolution (better than 3 km/px) images have been taken of the Propeller Belts, compared with the trans-Encke region, the ratio is only a factor of several, which makes it likely (but not conclusively proven) that giant propellers are missing in the Propeller Belts. Even the largest propellers observed in the Propeller Belts have ∆r < 1.3 km (Tiscareno et al. 2008) , while nearly all observed trans-Encke propellers have ∆r larger than this value (Fig. 2) .
THE ORBITAL EVOLUTION OF "BLÉRIOT"
At least 11 propellers have been seen at multiple widely-separated instances, but "Blériot" is of particular interest as the largest and most frequently detected (Figs. 1b, 1c, 1d, 1e, and 1h) . It has appeared in more than one hundred separate Cassini ISS images spanning a period of four years, and was serendipitously detected once in a stellar occultation observed by the Cassini UVIS instrument (Colwell et al. 2008) .
Analysis of the orbit of "Blériot" confirms that it is both long-lived and reasonably well-characterized by a keplerian path. As Fig. 4 shows, a linear fit to the longitude with time (corresponding to a circular orbit) results in residuals of ±300 km (0.13
• longitude). However, those residuals are some 50 times greater than the mean measurement errors; furthermore, the residuals are far from randomly distributed, with a strong indication of coherent motions superposed atop the linear trend. Analysis of the orbits of other propellers, though less well-sampled in time, similarly shows variations in longitude of up to 1000 km (Table 1) , easily small enough to confirm that a single object is being observed but much larger than the measurement errors.
After a linear trend, the next-simplest functional form available is a quadratic, which corresponds to a constant angular acceleration, or (equivalently) a linear drift of the semimajor axis with time. A global quadratic fit to all data points does hardly better than the global linear fit and is not shown in Fig. 4 .
Two possible functional forms for the non-keplerian motion are 1) a linear trend plus a sinusoidal variation of the longitude with time, which is shown by the dotted line in Fig. 4 , and 2) a piecewise fit carried out by grouping the data into four segments and fitting each segment to a linear or quadratic trend, shown by the solid lines in Fig. 4 . The most likely physical mechanism for the former is some kind of resonant interaction, perhaps with one of the many larger moons in or near the rings, although no resonance has yet been identified that might plausibly explain "Blériot's" motions. The most likely physical mechanism for the latter is that "Blériot" periodically suffers collisions (Lewis and Stewart 2009 ) that jostle its orbit onto a new one, but that in between such kicks its semimajor axis drifts linearly due to gravitational and/or collisional interactions with the disk.
Continued investigation of the non-keplerian motion of propeller moons is ongoing. 
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• 8 -11 9 -13 a For lines referring to multiple images, variation in each parameter is in the last significant figure. b Measured from the direction of Saturn's north pole (ring-plane normal), so that angles > 90
• denote the southern hemisphere. c In km/pixel. Table S4 ), or nickname used to tie together multiple apparitions of the same object. b Propellers seen only once are not listed here, as their measured ∆r values are already given in Table S4 and Fig. 2 . c Relative-bright (B) or relative-dark (D), with respect to image background. d Mean radius of moonlet assuming internal density equal to the Roche critical density and ∆r ∼ 4r H ; we emphasize that the latter assumption cannot be valid for all cases listed here (see text).
Table S3
Vertical heights of propellers, inferred from near-equinox shadows. (Tiscareno et al. 2008) . b Relative-bright (B) or relative-dark (D), with respect to image background. c If present, then fit was to a 2-D double-gaussian model (Sremčević et al. 2007; Tiscareno et al. 2008) .
If absent, then repeated 1-D gaussian fits were made in the radial direction (Tiscareno et al. 2006) . d If the co-rotating location appears in more than one image, the corresponding locations are noted here.
